Children

Too Many Treats

My Kite Is Stuck!

by Bruce Hale

by Salina Yoon

JE Hale
Happily taste-testing the yummy
brownies his mother made for the
school bake sale, Clark the Shark
enjoys the brownies so much he
forgets to stop eating and worries he
has ruined his class's plans.

JE Yoon
A trio of stories follows Big Duck,
whose adventures include getting
his kite out of a tree when it
becomes stuck, navigating the
shoals of jealousy when Porcupine
and Little Duck find a new friend and
forgetting something very important
while building a lemonade stand
with Porcupine.

Dog Dreams
by Patricia MacLachlan
JE MacLachlan
Barkus the dog and Baby the cat
make life exciting for Nicky and her
family.

Kindergarten
Books

Non-Fiction
How Tall Was a T. Rex?
by Alison Limentani

My Friends Make Me
Happy!
by Jan Thomas
JE Thomas
Inviting children to guess what
mysterious thing starts with the
letter F makes sheep really happy.
He exuberantly reveals that fish, fans
and turnips are not the answer, and
that the most important things in his
life are his friends.

I Lost My Tooth!
by Mo Willems
JE Willems
A zany ensemble of squirrels
demonstrate concepts, share
themed facts and tell "acorn-y"
jokes while searching for a missing
tooth.

J567.912 Lim
Introduces readers to counting,
wildlife and comparison by
exploring the size of a T. Rex.

Contrary Creatures:
Unique Animal Opposites
by James Weinberg
J591.5 Wei
An exploration of unique animal
opposites with stunning imagery.

Big print, short, fun and easy reads
with great illustrations

Mama Dug a Little Den
by Jennifer Ward
J591.564 War
Bouncy rhymes with artwork explore
the many different kinds of dens
that animals build for their babies.
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Picture Books
The Nature Girls
by Aki
JP Aki
A group of girls explore different
natural environments, visiting the
sea, the forest, the desert,
grasslands and the tundra.

Circle
by Mac Barnett
JP Barnett
When Triangle breaks the rule about
not hiding behind the waterfall
while playing hide-and-seek with
Circle and Square, Circle must
rescue him.

Snakes On a Train
by Kathryn Dennis
JP Dennis
A funny tale full of sounds and other
word play where friendly snakes
slither and hiss on their train ride.

One Big Pair of
Underwear
by Laura Gehl
JP Gehl
A celebration of the concepts of
sharing and counting features a
menagerie of animals, from bears
and yaks to goats and cats, who hate
to share their possessions until a
pack of pigs prove that sharing
makes everything twice as fun.

Norman, the Slug With
the Silly Shell
by Sue Hendra
JP Hendra
A slug who longs to be a snail
searches for a perfect shell, trying
out a tennis ball, an apple and an
alarm clock without success before
stumbling on to a doughnut.

We Don't Eat Our
Classmates
by Ryan T Higgins
JP Higgins
A dinosaur preschooler has difficulty
making friends with tasty humans
before discovering she may not be at
the top of the food chain after all.

There Are No Bears In This
Bakery
by Julia Sarcone-Roach
JP Sarcone-Roach
Muffin, a hard-boiled gumshoe cat,
investigates a suspicious noise at
the Little Bear Bakery, where a cub
with a growling tummy has
consumed all the doughnuts.

We Love Dinosaurs
by Lucy Volpin
JP Volpin
Rhyming text and bright watercolor
illustrations combine in an ode to
dinosaur varieties that incorporate
concept themes about opposites and
diversity.

Early Reader
Fly Guy and the Alienzz
by Tedd Arnold
JE Arnold
Buzz is filming a movie about aliens
from outer space, who capture Fly
Guy and Buzz Boy—then our two
must outsmart the aliens, with some
help from Dragon Dude and Fly Girl.

Biscuit Loves the Park
by Alyssa Satin Capucilli
JE Capucilli
Accompanying his young human to
the park, Biscuit, the endearing
yellow puppy, chases his ball and
becomes lost in the bushes,
triggering a lighthearted search
effort.

What Is Inside THIS Box?
by Drew Daywalt
JE Daywalt
Unlikely best friends Monkey and
Cake get into a disagreement about
what might be inside Monkey's
mysterious box and explore such
options as a kitty and a dinosaur.

Pete the Kitty and the
Case of the Hiccups
by James Dean
JE Dean
When he gets a persistent case of the
hiccups, Pete the Kitty tries to follow
the advice of his friends before
discovering, in the end, that his mom
always knows best.

